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Sharks Life Saving
The spring term has been full of excitement for Stratford 
Sharks Lifesaving.  We have seen an influx of new Junior mem-
bers who have all embarked on the Lifesaving Survive and Save 
Awards.  The new syllabus set out by the Royal Life Saving Society 
has meant a change in teaching style but we are adapting well.

Competitively we have seen even more of our members taking 
part both locally and regionally.  Locally our newest members 
performed above and beyond all expectation to win the 
Birmingham Novice Shield.  In a tightly fought competition they 
beat the closest competition by one point to add to our silver 
wear.  The older members of the club were invited to take part 
in the winter league 
for the first time.   

Pippa Heenan

An honour to be invited, the competition was 
toughly fought as it visited the four different 
hosting clubs.  Competitors from national squads 
took part and we had to raise our game significantly 
to come a respectable second place in the Mixed 
Team part of the league.  It has given us much food 
for thought and drive for the year ahead as well as 
new focus for our competitive boys.

Our biggest news was the success of getting 
a competitor through to the National Speed 
Championships in Sheffield.  Josh Walker competed 
in a number of events to represent both Stratford 
and Warwickshire.  In his first attempt at national 
level he astounded all by winning 2 SILVER MEDALS 
So a huge WELL DONE to him.  We are immensely 
proud to say we have a national level sports division 
- not something many clubs can claim. 

    

And for the summer?  Well open water 
beckons with a new site on the River Avon 
and back to our home base on the Isle of 
Wight to play in the sea. 

Here’s praying for a good summer... 
.....anyone seen the sun?

Grand Raffle Launch
Further to the success of last years raffle, Stratford Sharks is excited to announce the launch of the 
2013 Grand Raffle Draw. Some fabulous prizes have been donated, including:

•	 A	Two	Night	Stay	including	Dinner,	Bed	and	Breakfast	at	The	Best	Western	Grosvenor	Hotel,	Stratford	on	
Avon

•	 An Autographed Manchester United Football Shirt signed by the First Team
•	 A	Three	Course	Sunday	Meal	for	Two	at	The	Lazy	Cow	in	Stratford	on	Avon
•	 A	Full	Afternoon	Tea	for	Two	in	the	Manor	Bar/	Blue	Lounge	at	The	Macdonald	Alveston	Manor	Hotel	Stratford	on	Avon
•	 A Land Rover Half Day All Terrain Adventure Experience for Two

To have a chance of winning one of these stunning prizes, simply buy a ticket from Andrea Price, all Committee Members or at 
the Club Desk on a Friday evening. 

Tickets cost just £2.00 each or £10.00 for a book. All proceeds raised will go towards club equipment and facilities. Good Luck!



Mike Cole

A ‘warm up’ at a competition is typically recognised as the 15-30 
minutes which are available prior to the races starting. This is simply one 
part of your race preparation. After the pool warm up has finished, it may 
be some time until your first race. 

How do we ensure our bodies are ready when that time comes?
I will take you through the aspects of race preparation for which it is your 
responsibility as the athlete....

Blood flow:
Otherwise called ‘flexing’ this increases 
your heart rate slightly which in turn 
pumps blood and energy around your 
body. It is generally arm swinging 
exercises along with skipping, jogging 
on the spot or even some core stability 
exercises. These exercises also help to 
increase joint mobility, getting rid of the 
‘stiffness’ you may feel when you are 
not quite woken up yet.

This section of your preparation can massively improve the 
effectiveness of your pool based warm up.

Pool based warm up:

This is a very important part of your race preparation but 
is commonly misunderstood. It is your job to learn how to 
warm yourself up effectively. Often these warm up sessions 
can be short and over-crowded. You have to look after 
yourself and get done what you need to get done!

This warm up will often be the difference between a good 
performance or not. Here are a few things to help plan 
your warm up:

Raise your heart rate. You will be racing at your maximum 
heart rate, putting your body under immense stress. The 
warm up is an opportunity to prepare yourself for that. 
If you heart rate does not get up to at least 180 beats 
per minute (feel it beating in your chest and you will be 
breathing very heavy) the race is going to be an unpleasant 
experience for your heart, lungs and muscles. 400-600m 
front crawl swim getting faster every 100m finishing at a 
very strong effort is a simple way to achieve this.

Race specific work. While every warm up will begin with 
a similar start as above, it is important to place emphasis 
on your first or main race of that session. The goal of this 
section of the warm up is to ‘feel’ ready to race on that 
specific stroke/event. Kick, drills, high tempo sprints and 
swim are some of the things you may wish to use to make 
this happen.

Pacing or sprint lanes. Essentially these are the same thing. 
At smaller competitions where warm up space and time is 
very limited the sprint lanes can be used to get a chance 
to swim fast. However, commonly the lanes not being 
used for these sprints become quiet at this point. You have 
to decide is it worth queuing for 5 minutes to perform 1  
x 25m sprint?  It is important to know why we do these 
sprints. Think of them as a test.  You have done your warm 
up, but are you ready?  If you know that you should swim 
25m in 13.5 seconds without working max effort, but you 
only do 14.1 and it doesn’t feel great, then there is more 

preparation to be done. However, if you do a 13.3 and 
feel great then hopefully, you are ready!

I mentioned common misunderstandings about race warm 
ups and the one I hear the most often has to be ‘it will tire 
me out’. In a training session, you swim 5-6,000 metres. 
You will complete main sets of 2-4,000 metres and I have 
never seen anyone unable to get out of the pool at the end 
of it. A race warm up of 1,000-1,800m is not going to tire 
you out, it will only help make all that training worthwhile 
by improving your races!

Once you have completed your race, it is important to 
manage the time until your race effectively. Knowing 
approximately how long you have is essential. Making 
sure you are in your race costume in time (not too early if 
it is tight!), making sure you are hydrated, speaking to your 
coaches and having the opportunity to visualise your race 
and also keeping your body physically prepared. 

And effective warm up will take place 20-30 minutes prior 
to your race, but often it can be as much as a couple of 
hours until you compete. While the main warm up is still 
essential for preparing your body and cannot effectively be 
replaced by flexing or swimming in a diving pit, you may 
need to do additional preparation to ensure your body is 
ready to work.

Lets say you get out the pool warm up feeling good at 
8:50. Your race is at 11:20. If you sit down for 2 hours 
playing games on your phone etc. how do you think your 
body will respond to a race then?

However, if every 20-30 minutes you get up, do some 
stretching, visualise your race, go for a short swim, jog 
on the spot, eat a snack or have a drink, you will be in a 
much better place to perform when the time comes. 

It is your job to 
plan it out !

This process is trial and 
error. A race may last 
just a minute or 2, but 
the preparation can last 
for hours.

During the Beijing 
Olympics, Michael Phelps 
raced 3,300m to win 8 
gold medals. However, 
including warm ups and 
swim downs during that 
week he swam in excess of 
70,000 metres.

Race Preparation



Murray Lythgo

Mike Cole

Book Review
Swimming Studies by Leanne Shapton
The author is a Canadian swimmer (now an artist) who swam competitively until her late teens and competed in the 
Canadian Olympic Trials, she still swims now all over the world for exercise and enjoyment and this book is a kind 
of autobiography of an ex-competitive swimmer.  It’s full of snapshots and anecdotes that many of us will recognise, 
although the cold Canadian winters gives a whole new meaning to early swim sessions!

It’s a really down to earth, easy and enjoyable read and is a window into the competitive swimming world and the 
author’s art which is influenced by swimming and water.  

Are you a Mountain swimmer or a Valley swimmer?  
There are two types of people in the World, valley people 
and mountain people.  Valley people seek the calm and 
comfortable ground of shelter, safety and security.  They 
may talk about change but do not want to be involved in it 
,especially if this means breaking from the routine of what 
has worked okay up till now.  Their concept of achievement 
is not losing , so playing or the draw to them is all that’s 
needed.  Their concept of fitness is fitness to survive.  They 
are the people you meet whose sentences begin with “I 
would have”, “I could have” or “I should have”.  They 
are the almost people, who have many explanations for 
not making it themselves but only one for those who have 
- LUCK.  They talk about the risk of losing and yet they 
are losers - they just don’t know it.  Mountain people have 
decided that valley life is not for them and seek to test 
ambition on the toughest climbs.  They know that there is 
the rich satisfaction in reaching the top and the fight that 
is needed of getting there.  They live for the test of change 
and enjoy the resilience required to bounce back from the 
bumps and bruises that come with mountain territory.  They 
not only talk about change, they deliver it.  They take the 
risk of winning because to them there is no such thing as a 

risk of losing.  People can lose without training or practice 
it comes quite naturally, so where is the risk in that They 
know achievement is not always reflected in a gold medal 
but is always measured by the excitement of knowing just 
how much further their best shot takes them, when they take 
the risk of winning.  Achievement is balanced on the finest 
of edges but they know that.  Whatever the outcome of the 
contest, they are always accountable for the result.  They 
are winners and they know it.  This has been written for 
mountain people, people like you.  It is about people who 
succeed, who achieve, who win and intend to continue to do 
so.  Each of us has mountains to climb, they may not all be 
Mount Everest but they are still your mountains.  They can 
arise in our family and social life, in our business life and 
in our personal life- you know what yours are!  You deserve 
success, not only in climbing your next mountain but in 
climbing all the mountain ranges where your ambitions and 
dreams will surely take you.  

Extract from “Winning” by Frank Dick

         Energy Systems
 
One aspect of Competitive swimming & therefore training that many swim-
mers (and parents) ignore is physiology.  As the swimmers start to train more 
their energy system becomes extremely important.

For those older swimmers studying GCSE/A Level P.E. or Biology this will be a 
subject they cover in great depth from aerobic/anaerobic systems to Lactate 
production.

For everyone else a understanding or proper nutrition and the energy sys-
tems will help them with their training, recovery and progression.

A good basic outline can be found on at the following web site, there are 
others available I’m sure.                  

MICHAEL PHELPS: The Olympic 
swimmer is checking his heart 

rate. There is an easy, cost-free 
way to determine your optimal 

heart-rate zone for working out.

Tom Tame

Tom Tame

http://www.brianmac.co.uk/energy.htm



Avon Electrical Services Ltd.

For all aspects of electrical work:
 

  Contact Grant Miller           

Part P registered
established 2000.  

    on 07967 183711 
              or 01789 470082
                 or grantmiller@orange.net

References available

 

The Maypole Charity Ball 

 
 

 

 

 
The Stratford Armouries 

at 

Saturday 25th May 2013 
7.30pm – 2am  

Tickets - £70  

To include 

Bubbles, Reception with 
Canapés, Three Course 

Meal, Auction and 
Music by: 

Simon Fowler  
(from Ocean Colour 

Scene) 
 

Boominband ‘Support 
act to McFly and The 

Script’ 
 

Stonepark ‘The UK’s 
Number 1 Cover Band   

 
Late Night DJ  

Email: maypoleball@btinternet.com  

Phone: 07770 750 100 

For ticket information: 

Gospel Oak Lane, Stratford-upon-Avon, Warwickshire CV37 0JA 

Stratford	sharks	
Disability Hub Club

As most of you are aware we are 
now a Disability Hub Club.  This 
is still an exciting new venture 
and we are learning as we go. As 
a Hub Club we assess swimmers 
with a disability that could 
possibly be classified under the 
rules set out by the A.S.A. 

We then determine which is the 
right pathway for each child, 
whether it be in our learn to 
swim or another local learn to 
swim, a swimming club or other 
appropriate lessons. 

As a club in the last 6 months 
we have assessed 6 swimmers, 
from within our club and also 
outside, and signposted them 
onto the best pathway suitable 
for them.  I also attended the 
Special Schools Gala which 
was held in Stratford at the 
beginning of March. This was 
a great morning and it was 
fantastic to see children of all 
abilities having fun and trying to 
win a medal. 

We’re currently trying to create 
links with other disability hub 
clubs and disability swimming 
clubs, so watch this space for 
further news!

Chloë Bird, Kim Mortimer 
and myself also have recently 
attended a course on how to 
integrate disabled swimmers 
into main stream coaching. 
This was a useful course which 
we are hoping we can put into 
practice in our own club.

 

Disability Coordinator 

www.butterpillar.co.uk

Entertaining children 
with a range of 
crafts at weekly 
sessions, parties, 
events and more.......

07817 649472
Call Louise

:

Puppet 
making

Quilling
Workshop

Mask
Making

Sequin
Art

Glass
PaintingBadge making

Lisa Bird



The main weekly session for our athletes is on a Saturday 
morning where we offer a mixture of cycling and running 
training (swimming being taken care of in the main Sharks 
sessions). The increasing interest in Triathlon training has 
been matched by additional coaches obtaining formal 
qualifications, and has allowed training to be more closely 
matched to ability.

All good preparation then, for the conditions that faced 
the five hardy souls who travelled to Wombourne, 
Wolverhampton for the first round of the West Midlands 
Children’s triathlon series. In the TS3 category (13/14 years 
old) it was a great start to the season for Gregor Kelling 
winning his race with Jonathon Furey chasing hard for second. 
Harry Coley-Smith and Dominic Furey have both moved up 
to the TS3 category this year and made a great start as two 

of the youngest competitors in their age group. The youngest 
member of the Shark’s contingent was Kieran Speechly, who 
has also stepped up an age category to TS2 this year, and 
came in the top half of a strong field.

If you’re keen to become a triathlete, or simply curious, just 
come along to one of our Saturday sessions to see what it’s all 
about (the schedule is available on the website and on the no-
ticeboard). If you find yourself wanting to take the next step, 
where better than our ‘home’ aquathlon. Part of the West 
Midlands series, this year’s event takes place on Saturday 11th 
May at Shipston Leisure Centre. It’s open to children from the 
age of 8 up to 16 (age on 31st December). More details on the 
poster and entries are taken on-line via entry central.  

Triathlon News Spring 2013
Despite	the	best	efforts	of	our	winter	weather,	Shark’s	young	triathletes	seem	to	
have been inspired by the success of messrs Brownlee, Jenkins and Wellington, 
with	numbers	continuing	to	increase	throughout	the	
long,	dark,	and	often	freezing	training	sessions.

Alison Speechly

If you would like to advertise in a future edition 
of this Sharks Newsletter, please contact either 
Tom Tame - tom@tomtame.plus.com or Andrea 

Price - agprice@hotmail.com

SUSAN ENGLAND PHYSIOTHERAPY CLINIC 
Registered with the Health Professions Council 

Hampton Corner, Warwick Road, Stratford-upon-Avon, Warwickshire CV37 0NZ 
Tel/Fax : 01789-263891 

E-Mail : sueengland@btconnect.com 
www.physiostratford.co.uk  

_______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
       BACK & NECK               SPORTS INJURIES              ACUPUNCTURE                
 
     MUSCLE SPASM             EXERCISE ADVICE            GROWING PAINS 
 
         ARTHRITIS                   REHABILITATION                     STRESS 
 
                     REMEDIAL MASSAGE       
 

This pleasant well equipped clinic with a free, large car park,  
provides a fully comprehensive advisory and treatment service, 

staffed by experienced Chartered Physiotherapists.  
 

Daytime and early evening appointments available 
         

                                                                             
                                           MEMBER OF PHYSIO FIRST      

10% of Sales donated to Stratford Sharks

    on 07967 183711 
              or 01789 470082
                 or grantmiller@orange.net

PHOENIX CARDS
 

Barbara Joyner-Greenwood is an Independent Trader 
who has kindly offered to give 10% of all sales 

from Sharks Members to the club.  Since the last 
Newsletter, Stratford Sharks received a donation of 

£48.90 as a result.Lisa Bird

1 hour of vigorous 
swimming will burn up to 650 calories. It burns off more calories than 
walking or biking.

The average person produces 
25,000 quarts of saliva in his 
or her lifetime — that’s enough 
spit to fill TWO swimming pools!

World’s fastest swimmer 

is the sailfish, which can swim 

at speeds up to 68 mph!

Freediver Dave Mullins set a world 

record for the longest underwater swim, 

after swimming 244 metres underwater 

on one breath in Wellington, Australia.

   Using a monofin, Dave swam 244 me-

tres in 4 minutes, two seconds, setting a 

new World record!



 Is someone 
you know 

interested in 
joining the 

Club?

We typically receive 20 
enquiries a month about 
joining the Club. All of 

these are referred to our 
membership secretary 

(Malcolm) who arranges 
a trial swim so that we 
can find out about the 
swimmer and they can 
find out more about the 
Club. Most enquiries are 
for Teaching, some are 
looking for competitive 
with our Juniors as well 

as the occasional old 
timer wishing to swim 

with our Masters. There 
are two ways to enquire 

about membership, either 
via the Contact tab on the 
website or call Malcolm 

directly on 07836 293124.

LEARN TO SWIM NEWS

Lisa Bird

Warwickshire
Children’s 
Aquathlon

 

At Shipston Leisure Centre, 
Darlingscote Road, 

Shipston on Stour. CV36 4DY

This event is sanctioned and run under 
the British Triathlon rules

Individual prizes: 1st, 2nd & 3rd 
in each age group (male & female)

Age categories and distances:
Group Age Swim (M) Run(M)

Tristar Start 8 50 600
Tristar 1 9/10 150 1200
Tristar 2 11/12 200 1800
Tristar 3 13/14 300 2400
Youths 15/16 400 3000

COURSE DETAILS: 
 

Swim - 25 Metre indoor heated pool 
 Run - 600 Metre grass circuit

For More Details Contact: 
Alison Speechly 

Tel. 07875 757787
E-mail: triathlon@stratfordsharksasc.co.uk

On-Line Entry: 
http://www.entrycentral.com/
index.php?raceID=100298

 

Saturday 11th 
May 2013

Organised by 
Stratford Sharks ASC

Elephants can swim as 
many as 20 miles a day — 
they use their trunks as 

natural snorkels!

Our learn to swim is becoming more and more popular and it is 
fantastic to see the progression of swimmers. Often they start at 

the beginning of the scheme and progress through to the end, leaving to join our Junior Reception 
Squad. This is a fantastic achievement for each swimmer and also a brilliant reflection of the 
thorough teaching we offer. 

We hold assessments every 12 weeks and the most recent tests were held on 15th and 22nd March. 
I am so pleased to say that 64 of our swimmers passed, which was nearly 60%. This was a great 
achievement as it was during the Easter holidays. Well done to everyone who took the tests and if 
you didn’t pass, I am sure if you listen to your teachers and try hard, you will succeed next time. 

We have recently made a few changes in the learn to swim section. All the swimmers from a stage 
5, now do full lengths of the pool instead of widths. We have seen a great improvement in the 
children’s stamina since we started this. We have also introduced hats into the scheme, which are 
blue with the sharks logo and “Shark in training “on them. 

I am very lucky to have a great team of volunteers working with me every Friday. These young 
people give up their time freely and are a great inspiration to the younger swimmers. Most are 
level 2 qualified and the rest have already taken their level one.

Without these, the scheme would not run, so a big, big thank you to; Chloë Bird, Lydia Ratcliff, 
Josh Newman, Mike Wardle, Becki Atckinson , Josh Walker, Alex Heliwell, Alex Callaghan, Caroline 
Ankrett, Megan Pashley, Sandy Forsiak, Sam Furey, Vicky Carvell and Caroline Furey.  If you are 
over 16 and can give up an hour of your time a week and would like to volunteer, please come and 
speak to me.


